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6 offices in 5 countries

180 employees / 220 FTE

310 MNOK turnover in 2019

The Company

Competency & Industry focus
S4HANA 

C4HANA

Analytics / BW / SAC

PearlCare / Basis operations

The Pearl Group organization
Our strategy: 

Total responsibility

24/7 operational services

Stability and scalability

Long-term partner



Sannsyn – Turn your data into a competitive advantage

Sannsyn provides large and medium-sized companies with 
insights, relevance and automations.

Sannsyn creates value by combining big data, data science, 
algorithms and neural network (often referred to as “artificial 
intelligence”). 

Sannsyn creates solutions that are individualized to every 
single customer. On some projects Sannsyn work only on a 
consultancy basis, while in other projects we mostly use our 
own template-based solutions, frameworks and products.

Global outreach with teams based in Oslo, Riga, Dhaka and 
Boston.

Largest shareholder is Pearl Group AS.

Boston, United States Oslo, Norway

Dhaka, Bangladesh Riga, Latvia

Sannsyn.com/about



● SAP CRM-lojalitet - Vil være borte om 2–5 år.
● SAP Loyalty Cloud (Hybris Loyalty) – Discontinued, alt salg og 
videreutvikling STOPPET

● Pearl har meget god kompetanse innen dette område

● Sannsyn er den perfekte plattform å bygge en slik løsning på
● Og det er ingen andre virkelige gode lojalitets løsninger å velge på!

Hvorfor bygger Pearl en egen Lojalitets løsning!

5 shops above 500 NOK with Christmas 
bonus card, get 200 NOK in bonus

Flexibility and time to market

Maintaining Bonus Rules Campaign 
Manager

5% Loyalty points every Monday at Joker

Every 
Monday
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Elevate your Customer 
Experience with the CXify 
Software Suite



Plug and play SaaS & add-ons for 
your e-commerce solution 

A software suite built to help e-commerce, marketing, and growth teams increase 
engagement, conversions, and retention through AI driven personalization, 

improved search capabilities, and advanced loyalty programs. The CXify suite puts 
you one step ahead of your competitors and one step closer to your customers.



How to 
ACQUIRE 
customer 
consent?

How to 
RETAIN 

customer 
consent?



Loyalty program as enabler for marketing

REWARD CONSENT

RELEVANCERETENTION

Loyalty Marketing



RECOMMENDATIONS

Use artificial intelligence 
based on digital footprint 
to give your customers a 
personalized experience 
and recommend what 
matters and converts.

SEARCH

Make your search relevant. 
Make it convert to more 

sales by using data analytics, 
artificial intelligence, digital 

footprint and historical data.

LOYALTY

Boost your reputation & 
brand loyalty by 

executing new types of 
campaigns & rewarding 

your customers.

DATA + ANALYTICS

Make real time, data-
driven decisions across all 
departments in a fast and 

secure manner.

CXify Products
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CXify Recommendations

Analyse data like purchases, clicks and page views 
to giving your customer most relevant and targeted 
product recommendations

Leverages Unique Data Insight

Get up and running very fast with library of pre-built 
customizable algorithms or develop your own 
algorithms with help of our experts

Pre-built algorithms 

All recommendations calculated real-time 
which allows you to react on changes in 
customer behaviour immediately

Real-time adjustments

Sync your product recommendations across multiple 
media channels including web, mobile notification, 
email, etc.

Multi-channel

Tailor your UI for each customer and use your 
banner space wisely by showing only the most 
relevant information

Banner + UI Personalization 

Collects data from new visitors and non-
logged in members to create personalized 
experienced for all your customers

Smart ID Service
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CXify Search

Utilizes your product data and enhances it with 
semantic meaning to give your customers results 
that go beyond “keywords”

Semantic Search

Administration of loyalty programs done in UI which 
has same look and feel as any SAP application

A/B testing for search configurations

Review technical data of how your search is 
performing, including search query time, 
request time, and number of errors.

Health monitor for your search

Understand and improve your searches with access 
to advanced data analytics like most searched 
products, zero-hits, most purchased products etc.

Enhanced Search Analytics

Analyse customer’s purchase and click history to 
show products he/she is most likely to buy on top 
of search result list

Personalized search results

Be in control of the order that products and 
categories show up in the search results and 
maintain synonyms for search terms.

UI for product boosting and synonyms



Understands 
intent

Automatic boost 
from trending 

items

Customer’s 
favorite from 

purchase history

Supplier 
sponsored or 
private label

Automatic boost 
from customer’s 
previous clicks



Dekoratīvs spilvens EILI

Palags ar gumiju CATHERINE

Paklājs SOPHIE

Bāra krēsls GREVIE
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CXify Analytics

Collect any type and size of data in data lake:
• Financial and operational data
• Web analytics data
• Real-time sensor data
• Video or audio recordings
• E-mails, documents and social feeds
• Competitor data using scraping of web pages

Collect and store your data

Use different techniques – from common statistical 
analyses of big data, to more advanced use of AI in the 
form of neural networks and deep learning

Analyse your data

Create business value for your data in the form of 
reports, visualization, analysis or automation and 
easily integrate in your IT environment 

Grow business with your data



Purchase data joined with income by municipality



Build a Custom 
Loyalty Program
Fully integrated. Fast. Flexible. Secure



Attract new customers by making referral 
and new registration bonuses 

Attract New Customers

Benefits of a Loyalty Program
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Increase your turnover and profit by 
motivating your customers to buy more

Increase Profitability

Decide what kind of involvement you 
want from your customers and motivate 
them to do it with loyalty program 
rewards

Execute New Types of Campaigns 
and Offers

It is cheaper to retain existing 
customers than to acquire new 
customers — especially in B2B

Decrease Customer 
Churn Rate
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CXify Loyalty

Define many types of rules and run different 
campaigns without worrying about performance

Flexible and fast rule engine

Administration of loyalty programs done in UI which 
has same look and feel as any SAP application

Clean and modern interface

Pre-built integration with SAP Commerce 
and SAP Marketing with more to come

Easily integrated with SAP

Supports different point types (bonus points, virtual 
punch cards etc.) and membership tier levels

Multiple accounts and tiers

Allows members to earn points for different 
activities like purchase, registration, social media 
posts etc.

Keep your customers engaged

Developed by data scientists to take 
advantage of your customer data with built in 
recommendations

Analytics and AI driven



Multiple accounts and tiers
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Unlimited point and virtual punch card 
accounts

- Define as many different point accounts 
as needed for same loyalty program

- Use point account for digital sticker 
collection or as punch card

- Define period when points expire: end of 
month/year, after X days or on fixed date

Flexible point spending
- Define as many activities and rules as 

you wish for spending the points
- Use point reservation logic to freeze 

points until spending is confirmed

Customizable membership tier levels
- Define multiple tier levels for one or 

multiple point accounts
- Flexible tier level validity options



Keep your customers engaged
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Flexible member activity definition
- Define unlimited member activity types
- Trigger member activities with interface 

or manual upload
- Define one or many rules for each 

member activity
- Create member activities also for point 

spending

Choose your goals and motivate your 
members to achieve them

- Create member activities not only for 
purchases but also web shop visits, 
product reviews, social activity or 
anything else you like

Points for referring new customers
- Referral program to motivate current 

members to involve their friends



Flexible and fast rule engine
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Very flexible rule definition
- Limit rule on products, categories, stores, 

channels or campaigns
- Create rules that apply only for specific 

member tiers
- Manage rule dependencies between 

each by grouping and prioritizing them

Multiple rule processing options
- Calculate points based on transaction 

header and/or item
- Reward customer with fixed point 

amount or price/quantity multiplier

Customizable rewards
- Define rules also for point spending
- Point reservation
- Supports any type of rewards



Rule Type Examples
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Rule conditions based on:
- Products
- Categories
- Campaigns and/or promotions
- Sales channel
- Locations
- Customer tier level

Rule reward is fixed amount of points or multiplier

Rewards based on transaction header or item

Group together and prioritize rules in sub-groups

Rule activation and versioning



UI and Analytics
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Familiar and user-friendly UI
- SAP OpenUI5 libraries used to ensure 

the same look and feel as any modern 
SAP application

- Optimized for any screen size -
computer, tablet or your smartphone

Embedded operational analytics
- Customizable dashboard page to see 

most important reports first
- Statistics about loyalty program usage in 

each screen

Use your BI tool for historical reporting
- Pre-built set of analytic views for easier 

reporting on Loyalty data
- Connect live or export data
- Use your enterprise Bi tool to blend 

loyalty data with other data
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Easily integrated with SAP

Plug and play solution for SAP Commerce 
and Spartacus

- Import customer, product and category data 
from your e-commerce solution 

- Send purchase activities to earn points and 
redeem points for vouchers

- Members can see their point balance and 
history in Spartacus storefront

See full picture of your members in SAP 
Marketing

- Send member point balance and tier level to 
SAP Marketing to use it in your campaigns 
and segmentation

SAP Cloud Platform Extension Factory
- Easily integrate CXify Loyalty into your SAP 

landscape with Kyma

Supports on-prem and cloud versions
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Compass

API Layer

Cloud Platform Extension Factory (Kyma)

CXify Loyalty

Rule Engine

System pairing

OData API

SAP Commerce

Kyma Runtime

𝜆𝜆𝜆

Event & API metadata

OCC API OData API

SAP Marketing

CXify Loyalty 
add-on

Standard 
modules

Balance & 
transactions

Master data & 
transactions

CXify Loyalty 
add-on



Demo



Implementation activities and timeline

Project
start

Project
end

Now

Integration Template

To do as part of project:
1. Update web storefront pages

2. Update store data interface

3. Adjust reporting

4. Historical data import (optional)

5. Testing and cutover activities

• SAP Commerce 
extension
• SAP Marketing 

integration
• SAP Cloud Platform 

Extension Factory 
(Kyma) integration
• Master data 

replication

1-3 months



Roadmap

statisticsA
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•Multiple point types and 

tier levels
•Rules based on product, 

category, campaign, 
location or sales 
channel

•Award points for 
transaction header, item 
or both

•Multiple versions and 
statuses of rules

• Integration with SAP 
Commerce and 
Marketing systems

N
ex

t R
el

ea
se

s • Define rules looking at 
member activity history

• Define rules that are 
triggered without 
member activity

• New rule simulation
• Family accounts and 

account merging
• Re-process historical 

member activities
• Gamification –

members earn badges
• Integration with S/4 

HANA suite

Fu
tu

re
 D

ire
ct

io
n • Basic and expert mode 

for rule definition
• AI based rule 

suggestions
• Personalized 

suggestions for 
customers

• Integration and lifetime 
support for latest SAP 
tools and technologies 
(e.g SAP Customer 
Data Cloud)



Pricing based on active members in loyalty program

Monthly fee covers:
◉ Unlimited loyalty programs 

(can be used cross-country)
◉ Unlimited member activities
◉ Unlimited point accounts and 

member tier levels
◉ Unlimited rules
◉ Hosting expenses (SaaS)
◉ Upgrades to newest versions
◉ Monitoring

Additional costs:
◉ Product installation and set-up
◉ Customer specific change requests 

to product



RECOMMENDATIONS

Use artificial intelligence 
based on digital footprint 
to give your customers a 
personalized experience 
and recommend what 
matters and converts.

SEARCH

Make your search relevant. 
Make it convert to more 

sales by using data analytics, 
artificial intelligence, digital 

footprint and historical data.

LOYALTY

Boost your reputation & 
brand loyalty by 

executing new types of 
campaigns & rewarding 

your customers.

DATA + ANALYTICS

Make real time, data-
driven decisions across all 
departments in a fast and 

secure manner.

CXify Products



CXify Products

{ REST:API }

Banner 
recommen-

dations

Product
recommen-

dations

Semantic and 
personalized 

search
Personalized

e-mails
Personalized

mobile
notifications

Loyalty 
segmentation 
and campaigns

Advanced 
Analytics

Loyalty 
Analytics

Recommendation 
Analytics

{ R
ES

T:
AP

I }

IMPORT{ REST:API }

LIVE

{ R
ES

T:
AP

I }

SAP Analytics Cloud

Loyalty point 
balance
and tiers Search

Analytics



Thank you for your time

OFFICES WORLDWIDE

Scandinavia

Oslo, Norway

Sandefjord, Norway

Stockholm, Sweden

CONTACT

Europe

Riga, Latvia

Kyiv, Ukraine

Asia

Singapore

US

Boston, MA

www.cxify.cloud


